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alternative such as the British RYA cruising scheme, which

is more accessible, run in English and awards the most

widely recognised qualifications in the world.

… and the good news

If all the bad news has you despairing about getting on the

water in Switzerland, fear not! No licence is required for

vessels under 15 m2 sail area and 6 kW engine power. This

leaves a very wide range of watercraft available to you –

from hired “pedalos” up to family dinghies and powered

craft providing the engine does not exceed 6 kW (around 10

hp). Incidentally the reason many yachts on Swiss lakes

have an outboard of around 6 – 8 hp, is so their owners

have the benefit of power for close quarters manoeuvring

without needing to take an A licence exam. There is a lively

dinghy racing/regatta scene in Switzerland under the

auspices of the umbrella organisation Swiss Sailing, along

with sailing clubs of various sizes in almost all waterside

communities. If you have young children wanting to learn to

sail in Optimists, there is plenty of opportunity. 2013 will see

the Wayfarer dinghy, a 16-foot family day sailor and training

boat par excellence, one of the most popular dinghies in the

UK, come to Switzerland formally for the first time in its 50-

year history.

Dinghies have many advantages. In terms of sailing, it’s the

purest form and the perfect way of learning, as well as great

preparation for larger yachts both in Switzerland and further

afield. Sailing itself as an activity has obvious health

benefits. On the other hand, if it is a dead calm, larger

dinghies such as the Wayfarer can take an outboard engine,

which also makes them handy if you like to fish from a boat

rather than the shore, for example. Better yet, even the

largest dinghies are normally small enough to store in an

ordinary parking space, which removes the problems of

finding an on-water mooring that plague the larger and

more popular lakes. They will also normally fit in a removal

lorry so you can take them with you if your assignment in

Switzerland comes to an end. And best of all, a day out on

a dinghy with the family, taking a picnic or sailing to another

village on your lake for a good lunch, is a great way of

exploring your area with a wholly different perspective.

So instead of just looking out of your window yearning to be

on the water, why not get out there this summer?

The bad news…

As a resident of Switzerland, if you have lived here for more

than 12 months, or intend to do so you will almost certainly

need to complete a Swiss qualification if you want to use a

boat in excess of 15 m2 sail area or 6 kW engine power on

Swiss waters. The exception to this is if you already held a

qualification from Germany, Italy, France or Austria before

moving here, in which case you may be able to obtain a

Swiss licence on the basis of your existing qualification. The

lakes with shared borders have their own licensing

requirements and regulations, some of which differ from the

general Swiss requirements. On Lake

Constance/Bodensee, for example, the engine power limit

is just 4.4 kW.

In order to obtain the Swiss qualification, you will need to

take a theory exam followed by a practical exam within no

more than 18 months. The theory exam is common to both

sail and motor, whilst there are separate exams and

certificates for motor (A Schein/permis A) and sail (D

Schein/permis D). If you are used to sailing a 32 ft yacht

with a 35 hp engine in the Mediterranean, for example, it

might come as a shock that you would have to complete

both the A and the D licence exams to use an equivalent

yacht here. If you fail to take the practical exam within 18

months of passing the theory exam, the latter will expire and

you will have to retake it. The theory exam is a 45-minute,

multiple-choice computer-based exam comprising 60

questions with a strict pass mark of 56/60. In many cantons,

including Zurich, this exam is available in English. However

it is also worth double-checking the questions against their

equivalents in one of the national languages if you know

one, as the translations are not always entirely clear.

Unfortunately, at the time of writing, it is not usually possible

take the practical exam in English owing to a lack of

examiners. You normally have to take the Swiss qualification

in your canton of residence. However, there are exceptions,

such as a family member with a boat in another canton. So

do check with your canton authorities about their

requirements for taking your exams out of canton, for a fee,

of course! It should be noted that the A and D licences are

inland qualifications and are neither recognised nor valid on

the open sea. However, they are a pre-requisite for the

Swiss coastal qualification, the B licence. If you want to sail

in coastal areas outside Switzerland and don’t want to have

to take the Swiss inland licence first, you could consider an
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Not counting the 4 lakes that lie on the borders between Switzerland and France, Germany, Austria and Italy, there are over
50 lakes in Switzerland with a surface area exceeding 1 km2. With so much water and not forgetting that the Swiss yacht
Alinghi won the America’s Cup twice in succession - it is unsurprising that sailing is a popular sport. You may well be sitting
looking out of your window looking at a lake and wondering how to get on the water, especially if you already hold a
qualification from another country. Well, there’s both good and bad news for you.
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